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Ruben Blades can be called by many names—poet, singer,
movie actor, politician, a public figure who represents the endof-the-century true man.... A true renaissance man who broke
the boundaries of his country and his fame as the creator of
"Pedro Navaja," the planet's best-known salsa song. "Rubencito,"
as he is affectionately called by his closest friends and most
fervent admirers, is a man who has reached success without
compromising his ideals or sense of reality.
/ had the honor of meeting with Ruben BJades several times.
This allowed me to conduct multiple interviews, sorting out
the myth from the legend, turning off my tape-recorder and
sharing, as we laughed, so many stories about life's ironic
surprises. 1 meet with Ruben standing, at his office. The phone
rings every other minute. Ruben has no assistants. His sweet
wife Lisa helps him run the office and asks him for a "besitou"
(a kiss, in Spanish) every time they say good-bye. And when
Ruben starts talking about music, he drops everything he's doing and grabs a guitar.
The opportunity to meet several times with Ruben allowed
me to throw away my questions, and instead, to carefully piece
together the flesh and blood picture of who Ruben Blades is.
After each one of our meetings 1 would go back to his records,
and come back the next time with new questions. Once in a
while, we would walk along some of Santa Monica's streets talking about his future projects.

THE FIRST STEPS
METIENDO MANO! (1977)
I l l u s t r a t i o n by
Dan Lacey

Ruben's first album, produced by Willie Colon, includes
one of his classic character songs. "Pablo Pueblo" represents
the common man, crushed by the system, robbed of hope,
whose only joy is "spending what little money he has on a dominos.game and a couple of drinks." As Ruben puts it, "working
with Willie Colon was the happiest time of the beginning of my
career." In Metiendo Mono! Ruben already shows a definite style,
the use of words as social commentary, and a nostalgic and
melancholic voice.
SlEMBRA(1978)

The album that made him famous and sold more copies
than any other salsa recording. Here the collaboration between Ruben and Willie reached its creative peak. The songs
are long and elaborate. "Pedro Navaja" tells a picturesque tale
that reaches metaphysical levels: "Life has surprises and is
unpredictable," under the happy resignation of Willie's trombone and Ruben's cynical voice as the drunk. In a magnificent
example of popular music with substance, Blades interrupts his story by singing: "Like in a Kafka novel, the drunk
and turned in to the alley" a line full of suggestion. From beginning to end, a perfect album.
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"People who liked salsa were very
conservative and somewhat limited.
We wanted to expand salsa. Our songs
became confrontational, solidarity songs."
However, executives at Fania. the record
company that controlled salsa in the 1970s,
didn't believe in such creative licenses.
"They would listen to 'Pedro Navaja' or
'Pablo Pueblo' and say they were no good.
They said they were too long, that people only wanted to have fun. They never understood their success."
"But these songs touched the people.
People would memorize the words at a

he answers as he walks back and forth,
"it's part of reality."

FROM "SALSERO" TO POLITICIAN
BISCANDO AMERICA (1984)

In Buscando America, Ruben declares
his independence. Under contract with
an American record company, Elektra
Records, he records an album far superior toSiembra, showing the same qualities
as a performer and composer, now enlightened by maturity.
Buscando America searches for (and
at times finds) itself and also its creator.
time when reading poetry wasn't popu-- Ruben Blades, no longer "rumbero," but
lar. We came from an environment where now humanist and future politician.
we were being force-fed culture, where "Decisiones," continues to talk of the
we had to memorize poems at school forces of destiny, but with sharper huagainst our will. I have no literary aspi- mor. "El padre Antonio y el Monaguillo
rations, but I was giving them six-verse Andres," perhaps the best song of his capoems, offering images they could iden- reer, is a tribute to Monsignor Romero,
tify with, and I think that's why they ac- the Salvadoran martyr. Avoiding the ob
vious political speech, the song delivers,
cepted my songs."
instead, a musical "tour de force" froa
his new band, Seis del Solar (later. Sot
MAESTRA VIDA (I AND II, 1980)
One of the few double albums in sal- del Solar).
"Politics came into my life more a
sa's history, Maestra Vida is unique in
many ways. An elaborate musical that a result of discrepancies with reality.'
mixes rumba with a symphonic orches- says Blades. "I always wrote for the pe
tra, its text salutes the joys of family life pie. As time went by, a gap occurred b
and the importance of tradition. Playing tween the subject of the songs and t
like one of the old men sitting at the cafe, man who wrote them. "I was at my he
telling stories of past generations, Ruben living like a king, and continuing to:
anticipates his acting career. "I put to- about 'Pedro Navaja.' This was a ter
gether the whole show, with a symphon- contradiction. There had to be some<
ic orchestra, actors and my band. It was sistency between what I was writing;
the first time they saw something like this and my personal life. That's why 11
to Panama and got into politics. 11
in Puerto Rico."
The wounds that Fania gave Ruben deal with the consequences of my <
have not healed completely. As I mention cess. Success alienates a society of I
Doble Filo, one of the albums from those where the key-word is 'losing.'"
times, he raises his voice. "Those were
three albums they completely ruined. THE BEGINNINGS
It wasn't an easy road to '
They took out the vibraphone and the
saxes, added trombones. They took out Navaja." Growing up in Panama.,
the musicians' credits and changed the lescent Ruben admired the Beattesj
sequence of the songs and the titles of the trend of the late '60s that tra
the albums. I owe nothing to those peo- English pop music into an inter
ple." He later adds, "on the other hand I phenomenon. "One day I listenedl
have to admit that Fania was responsible singer new to me, Cheo Feliciana
ized that you could do the samel
for making salsa famous."
After bringing up the subject, Ruben but singing in Spanish."
When his family moved to the I
appears agitated and indignant. Feeling
guilty, I offer my apologies. "Don't worry," States, Ruben went to law scl
A i unns

?n

vard, but never abandoned his dream
?coming a singer. He had already
orded in Panama, but when he visited
! headquarters of Fania in New York
»•. couldn't get past the front desk. He
iiggled to make his way through, and
iks to some references, ended up
png on an album with Ray Barreto. By
^tirne he recorded "El Cazangero" with
i Colon, success was imminent.
But Ruben's ambitions didn't end
ere." I went through the stage of par5. pretty girls, and limousines," he
^ys. "That doesn't interest me any>re." Unlike many of his salsa coljes, Ruben never did drugs, never

Ruben's version sounds fresh and mischievous. It's followed by a new song
that could be titled "Song from the '90s,"
or "Latin-American pop." Ruben smiles
proudly. "It's the band," he explains. We
are listening to a new direction.
"We reached the goal we wanted to
achieve with the band. Keeping a direction and momentum, I tried to point out
different styles. But the genre's structure
doesn't allow you to go too far. As much
as we tried, with songs like "Cilindro" and
"Amor y Control" (both in 1992), there is
a definite margin established by the "clave,"
(the rhythmic pattern of salsa). Our next
album will break those margins. Some
n,eonje don't even imagine the versatility of the group."
Ruben is getting ready to launch five
projects this year. The first is an album
recorded entirely in Panama by Ruben
and a new band with whom he's also planning a tour. The album is no longer salsa. "Lucho" is a sweet ballad about a
young Latino who attempts suicide. Ruben
is also talking about an album of ballads,
a children's album, and another one which
would include orchestral versions of his
greatest hits.

the contrary, he aggressively purI a career as a movie actor that had
ady begun with The Last Fight, a failed
ilm attempt from Fania. On his own,
luben as an actor has met almost as
luch success as he has as a singer. He's
Lcted in the movies The Milagro Beanfield
War. Predator 2, The Two Jakes and most
recently Color of Night. This last one was
llrashed by the critics, who saw Ruben's
performance as the only positive element of the movie.
Nonetheless, Ruben deplores the marlalization of Latinos in Hollywood. "I'm
I of playing the role of 'Detective Garcia'
i a Cuban accent. It seems that in every
}vie there is a secondary role for a black
|or a Latino. And they are always cliches,
Iboard characters." Maybe that's why
iben has plans to produce and star in
i TV show about the adventures of a gen| uinely Hispanic character, and would evenaally like to direct a motion picture.
Of course, there is politics. Even though
| he lost the fight for Panama's presideny. Blades feels content having come in
| at third place (or second, as some suggest), and feels that the commitment of
I his party to the people is as alive as ever,
only thing is that politics kept me
vay from my music, and I'm glad to be
able to return to it."

NEW HORIZONS
From the speakers at Ruben's studio we can hear "Cambalache," a surrealistic tango made popular by
Argentinian singer, Susana R i n a l d i .
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THE LAST MEETING
In the middle of the afternoon in Santa
Monica, I couldn't resist the urge to ask
Ruben if he was aware of his place in
the music world. He thought about it
for a while, before telling me he didn't
think he was all that popular. After trying
to refute such an argument, I tried to make
him see his contributions to the history
of popular music, to the collective subconscious where fragments of his words
and lyrics, and one or two Afro-Caribbean
rhythms will forever live. Still, Ruben didn't take it seriously.
Searching for words, I was able to say
what I really wanted to say; that our children, the children of all of us who fill our
lives with his music, our children will sing
"Ojos de Perro Azul."
And then Ruben looked at me, and
understood, maybe, how important is
what we are, and do, and its ramifications.
"It's true," he said, like confirming it to
himself, "It's true." •
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